Every ritual in Toba Batak community uses language as a basic tool in its implementation. The verbal forms used in rituals are usually in the form of incantations (tabas) and prayers (tonggo); tabas is spoken by a shaman while tonggo is spoken by partonggo (the leader of a prayer). Tonggo is spoken with the rhythm of the language according to bound speech; its contents are only in the form of requests, praise, confession, and submission to spirits and it is carried out by serving large and small offerings. The martonggo tradition consists of prayers in each religious event, customs and other events, which can provide comfort and kindness in an event or party. The purpose of this paper is to describe (1) the meanings of tonggotonggo in the traditional ceremony of the Toba Batak community and (2) the functions of the martonggo-tonggo tradition in the traditional ceremony of the Toba Batak community. This paper uses an anthropolinguistic approach with the analytic parameters of interconnection, valuability, and sustainability. A qualitative paradigm of ethnography is also used in this study by applying twelve steps in observation and interview methods. The function of the tradition of martonggotonggo for the owner's community is as the educational tool, as the projection system and as the means of validating culture. The incantation of Tonggotonggo means that humans expect to be able to obtain prosperity in their lives.
Introduction
Language is a social and cultural product. Language is also an inseparable part of a culture. As a social and cultural product, language becomes a forum for social aspirations, community activities, behaviors, and cultural disclosures including technology created by the community using that language. Language and culture have a direct relationship that can be seen in the presence of speech in cultural events. One of the cultural events which reveals the positioning of language as an important aspect is a ritual event. The use of ritual language is unique and different from everyday language. Ritual language is considered a sacred language, or at least as the most powerful medium for communicating with the most holy. Every ritual in the Toba Batak community uses a language as a basic tool in its implementation. The verbal forms used in rituals are usually in the form of spells (tabas), and incantation (tonggo); spells (tabas) are spoken by a shaman while incantations (tonggo) are spoken by parhata (the leader of tonggo).
Tonggo is a prayer spoken with the rhythm of the language according to bound speech, whose contents are only in the form of requests, praise, confession, and submission to the spirit and carried out by serving large and small offerings (Sangti, 1977: 270) . Those called in the prayer are the transcendent gods, ancestral spirits, and natural spirits. Prayer is words that have the power to please the transcendent heart.
One of the most important rites in Toba Batak society is the rite of martonggo (incantation), through either giving offerings or not giving offerings. In each, the incantation of tonggo has a basic norm (social norm) of Toba Batak people both individually and in groups. The basic norm is the dependency relationship and partner (supernatural beings), debata (gods); humans with humans because there is clan relationship including ancestors or humans with nature. The society of Toba Batak conveys the incantation of tonggo by giving offerings both in the forms of large or small servings to gods to obtain blessings (pasupasu) and avoid disasters. All blessings that they obtain manifest in livestock breeding (sinur napinahan), abundant yields (gabe naniula), and prosperous society. Basically, the core rite of martonggo and the purpose of Toba Batak offerings are for obtaining the blessings from gods which is synonymous with their life. Thus, in Toba Batak's incantation, Toba Batak people communicate with Ompu Mulajadi Nabolon (the name of Toba Batak gods), and also with the natural spirits through good and beautiful words or sentences because they believe that hat the good and beautiful words or sentences having power or strength to give life (hata na denggan).
The use of tonggotonggo in modern society is now becoming obsolete. In fact, the tradition of Toba Batak society has not passed it down to the next generations, although it holds wisdom and values that need exploration. When the community has begun to abandon the tradition, it is not denied that in fact, the community has abandoned values that it has adopted for generations. In the activities of traditional marriage ceremonies, for example, there is the narration of tonggotonggo which is the attempt to invoke blessings and protection to those who have power beyond human authority to the bride and her household life. This shows the awareness of humans that they have limitations and have the ability to undertake the effort to pray to those who control human life. Nowadays, the tradition of martonggotonggo is almost not performed anymore in all rituals of Toba Batak community especially urban areas, and the phenomenon in this community is that the narrative of tonggotonggo is performed during religious and traditional ceremonies of the Toba Batak community. This study discusses tonggotonggo and the tradition of martonggotonggo in the traditional ceremony of the Toba Batak community.
The illustration above gives a way to explore and describe the meanings of the incan- 
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Tonggo-Tonggo
Tonggotonggo is a prayer arranged poetically and spoken during festive times, full of alliteration, parallelism and so on which is considered poetic or beautiful language. It contains prayer requests to spirits who are trusted by giving large and small offerings. 
Martonggo-Tonggo
Since long ago, the ancestors of the Batak people have had the tradition of martonggo the funeral ceremony, this tradition is carried out during the traditional of sari matua and saur matua ceremonies.
Anthropolinguistics
Anthropolinguistics is the study of humans and culture as a whole. Whereas humans are the creators of culture, on the other hand, culture 'creates' human beings according to their environment. Thus, a very close reciprocal relationship exists between humans and culture.
In culture, the language occupies a unique and respectful place. Besides as the element of culture, the language also has functioned as the most important means of inheritance, development, and dissemination of culture. The relationship between language and culture are very close. The language is part of the culture. These things affect each other, fill each other, and run side by side.
Anthropolinguistics is not only to study the varieties of language but also study the varieties of languages spoken in certain communities. In other words, anthropolinguistics begins with the assumption that mind or language varieties require a speech community.
Anthropolinguistics is often also called ethnolinguistics which examines the structure of language and its functions and it uses in the context of socio-cultural situations. science interprets the language to find cultural understanding, and search for language meaning.
In studying a language, culture and other aspects of people's lives, the attention of anthropolinguistics is emphasized on three important focuses, namely 1) performance,
2) indexicality, 3) participation (Duranti 1997: 14) . Through the concept of performance, the language is understood as the process of activities, actions and communicative performances, which requires creativity. The language as a lingual element that stores the cultural resources cannot be understood separately from the performance or language activities. The concept of indexicality distinguishes the three types of marks namely index, symbol, and icon. An index is a sign that indicates that there is a natural and existential relationship between the marking and the marked. The concept of participation views language as a social activity involving speakers and listeners as social actors.
In studying the use of language, anthropolinguistics applies three parameters, namely 
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The meaning of Tonggotonggo in the Toba Batak traditional ceremony
The word of tonggo comes from the Batak language which means 'prayer' , tonggotonggo means 'prayers' , martonggo means 'praying' while martonggotonggo means 'pray-prayer' , where the prayer offered by partonggo (the prayer leader) is more than one type of prayer. However, the incantation of tonggo can also mean 'calling' . They called the transcendent in their prayer, namely gods, ancestral spirits, and natural spirits.
The prayer is words that have the power to please the transcendent heart.
The incantation of tonggotonggo is the utterances or sequences in prayers that are delivered to gods (Debata Mulajadi Nabolon) and all his envoys that have glory and power (marsahala). It is delivered based on each dignity of gods (tohonan). It is offered to gods (Ompu Debata Mulajadi Nabolon) who created the heavens, earth, and all its contents, and also offered to all his envoys. It is also pronounced in various rituals, namely the ritual of mararisabtu, the ritual of martutuaek, the ritual of pasahat tondi, physically and spiritually. The spiritually holy is obtained by asking for forgiveness to gods (Debata) for the sins committed by humans.
The essence of tonggotonggo in each ceremony, both in religious and traditional ceremonies is as important as offerings which also become an integral part of the two ceremonies. If the ceremony is performed without it, the ceremony is deemed illegitimate and it has no meaning. The incantation of tonggotonggo is likened to a vehicle or tool, in delivering offerings as well as voicing desires and wishes.
In the traditional life of the Toba Batak people, especially Parmalim Batak religion, tonggotonggo is delivered through the seven rules of Parmalim's ritual. It consists of sacred words which are delivered to gods (Debata Mulajadi Nabolon) and all the envoys (sahala marsangap sahala martua). In the process of delivering tonggotonggo these offerings (pelean) are in accordance with the rituals performing. In some rituals, it is delivered with the accompaniment of a traditional musical instrument that is gondang as a medium for delivering prayers to the creator, namely gondang sabangunan, while in other rituals it is not sounded it.
Tonggotonggo is the gratitude for what humans have received in their lives, asking for protection and salvation, obtaining the eternal life, and begging for forgiveness for all sins and actions that infringe gods commands and prohibitions.
Tonggotonggo has various roles in human daily life, namely as a guideline for behaving as well as social control. It is delivered to gods (Debata Mulajadi Nabolon) and all his envoys which is something highly believed and sacred. They do this to achieve the same goal, namely to obtain the life of the human soul (hangoluan ni tondi) or the firmness of faith.
Tonggotonggo is able to provide the new spirit and strength in a person's life.
Likewise, when the ritual is done completely, the faces of the ritual followers look sparkling like a sign of the calmness of the heart and soul felt after doing the ritual of martonggo. Tonggotonggo is able to change one's soul to be more calm and peaceful.
Nevertheless, the ritual followers realize that all requests which are submitted to gods (Debata) must be accompanied by undertakings that refer to regulations of gods.
The function of the tradition of martonggotonggo in traditional ceremony of Toba Batak
In general, the contents of martonggotonggo focus on three things, namely 1) expressing gratitude for the blessings and bounty given by God such as health (hahorasan), sustenance and it can perform in religious ceremonies, 2) sounding related to offerings AICLL 2019 that are already available and at the same time begging to accept them, and 3) asking for forgiveness of sins, and begging to always plead for health (hahorason), easy sustenance, glory (hasangapon), hatuaon (happiness) both in this world and later after humans die.
When performing the ritual of martonggo, the leader of tonggo will invoke for forgiveness to gods (Debata Mulajadi Nabolon). Everything that is expected by the human conveys through the rite of tonggotonggo solemnity. When performing the ritual of martonggo, the leader of tonggo hopes that all the participants will follow each
type of tonggotonggo what they say. All the participants must respect the atmosphere of martonggo, and pray heartfeltly and sincerely so that the tonggotonggo that is delivered can be granted. When the ritual is done, the leader of tonggo is very hopeful and undertaking so he can deliver the rite of tonggotonggo. By leading the ritual, the leader of tonggo will feel great tranquility and very extraordinary beliefs; because when performing the ritual, he feels that he is talking to gods (Debata Mulajadi Nabolon).
When the leader of tonggo cannot attend the ritual, he will feel like there is less in Batak community (Dalihan na Toba Batu Tolu community) believes that everything they ask will be granted by the gods through the incantation of tonggo that they convey and they give the offerings to the gods.
3) As the cultural certifier,
In the tradition of martonggo, both in religion, marriage and funeral ceremonies, there are texts that characterize the old beliefs adopted by the previous community until now.
Both cultures are acculturated in forming a harmonious culture between the two and the community justifies the culture.
Conclusion
Based on the description in the discussion above, it can be concluded that the incan- 
